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Executive summary
Communications-as-a-Service (CaaS) technology bridges business applications and 

the Internet with the public-switched telephone network (PSTN) using a cloud-

delivery approach. CaaS offerings are designed to break the complexity of telephony 

into simple scriptable commands that are intuitive to web developers. It allows various 

applications to make, receive and sometimes entirely process calls without up-front 

capital commitments, extensive learning curves or specialized infrastructure in a pay-

as-you-go model. Bringing the PSTN to business applications presents an interesting 

and significant opportunity; in addition to CaaS providers, several premises-based 

solutions are also targeting this space. 

This report will examine some basics of CaaS technology, including what it does and 

some commonly known applications that use it. It outlines both the advantages and 

drawbacks of using CaaS technology and compares the strategies of two of the biggest 

CaaS providers.

Introduction
In the late 1980s colleges and universities were deploying systems to enable students 

to use telephones to register for their courses. Called interactive voice response (IVR) 

systems, they represented a technological breakthrough by allowing direct interaction 

with the university’s computer systems via students’ own phones instead of campus-

provided computer terminals. 

A decade later marked the beginning of the World Wide Web. Computer systems were 

becoming directly accessible over the Internet with an intuitive graphical interface. 

The web also enabled a more structured model for integration via APIs. At universities, 
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telephone-registration IVRs would soon be replaced by desktop browsers offering an 

improved experience. 

The web introduced a new superconnectivity to computing systems and subsequently a  

new model for interoperability using technologies such as HTTP, JSON, WOA and 

many more. Such application mashups are now common, as information is routinely 

queried from totally unrelated systems around the world and then presented or 

utilized as needed.

While the language of the web is APIs and queries, until recently telecommunications 

took a different route. In 2000 an open-source telephony platform known as Asterisk 

started to gain traction. Telephony had traditionally been a highly proprietary 

technology: Closed systems, closed networks and specialized skills were the norm. 

Open source meant programmers could customize the code, and a new crop of 

application-specific solutions from IVRs to PBXs was the result. Despite being open, 

Asterisk and other open-source projects remained esoteric, requiring specialized 

hardware and a deep understanding of telephony minutiae for successful integrations. 

Telephony and general computing remained separate specializations.

While open-source telephony tore down the proprietary barriers to telephony, it didn’t 

necessarily open telephony up to the masses of some 10 million web developers. This 

would require a new set of telephony-related APIs and calls that were beginning to 

appear in enterprise-class telephony solutions. Toolsets, SDKs and libraries began to 

emerge in the early 2000s. For the first time, web-savvy developers with access to such 

platforms could voice-enable their applications without learning new languages and 

tools. 

CaaS technology combines carrier services, voice infrastructure and developer libraries 

into an on-demand, pay-as-you-go cloud service. Although the services are effectively 

targeted at nontelephony developers to voice-enable business and consumer 
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applications, the services are rich enough that they could create a PBX replacement. 

CaaS technology unlocks the potential of communications, enabling business 

applications without requiring up-front capital investments or specialized 

infrastructure. 

To return to the university example, with CaaS technology, a school today could enable 

touch-tone registration without purchasing new equipment or acquiring dedicated 

lines. It could rent these resources from a CaaS provider and only pay for actual usage 

during registration periods. The CaaS provider would interface directly with the 

campus computers via web APIs. This means universities can realize the same type of 

benefit as before but at a fraction of the cost — and without the initial capital 

investment or recurring charges. There are multiple approaches to communications 

enabling applications, and multiple solutions from existing providers are becoming 

available. However, CaaS technology represents a whole new emerging sector. CaaS 

offerings make telephony accessible to the current generation of web-savvy developers. 

CaaS basics
CaaS technology is a cloud service that uses APIs and XML as integration hooks into 

customer-developed applications. The services typically use REST APIs and XML 

variants as a replacement for complex telephony functions (For example, “Dial” to 

initiate a call or “Play” to play a prerecorded message). Also, REST APIs provide a 

means to dynamically control calls and signal actions such as a transfer or hang-up. 

The library functions vary by provider but simplify telephony to simple syntax; there is 

no inherent prerequisite for telephony experience required. The major CaaS providers 

are private, but there are various indicators of rapid growth in this sector. Voxeo 

claims it has grown at least 100 percent every year since 1999, and Twilio has raised 

over $33 million to date, including $17 million just last December. 

http://techcrunch.com/2012/05/15/twilio-calling-cloud-telephony-startup-adds-an-android-sdk-now-works-on-75-of-all-smartphones/
http://techcrunch.com/2012/05/15/twilio-calling-cloud-telephony-startup-adds-an-android-sdk-now-works-on-75-of-all-smartphones/
http://techcrunch.com/2011/12/07/twilio-series-c/
http://techcrunch.com/2011/12/07/twilio-series-c/
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The CaaS providers handle all the logistics, including telephone numbers, equipment 

and carrier services. Additionally, they only charge for actual usage. This on-demand 

infrastructure is particularly attractive during application development. CaaS products 

are generated immediately after creating an account, a major contrast from ordering 

circuits from the telephone company (or IT department). CaaS products deliver 

telephony infrastructure as a web service: scalable capacity, instantly available, with 

usage-based invoicing. 

CaaS providers offer online support, access to knowledge bases and sample code in a 

variety of languages including Java, PHP, Python and Ruby. The sample code serves as 

the basic path to connecting a web application to a CaaS provider, including requests 

to various APIs, constructing XML requests and explaining how to validate the code.

The providers offer inbound and outbound IVR services, voicemail, email messaging 

services, and inbound and outbound SMS and texting. Providers offer a rich collection 

of web-oriented programming tools and interfaces. CaaS providers follow usage-based 

pricing models and bundle carrier services (access, numbers and long distance).

CaaS example applications
There are really no restrictions on the types of applications you can build with CaaS 

technology, but there are some popular use cases. Second-factor authentication is 

popular. This allows a company to verify an email or phone number for a user by 

sending a code (phone, text or email) and then asking the user to enter the code on a 

different channel. A customer could actually implement something like that in one day  

with the sample scripts and instant infrastructure CaaS providers offer. Sample 

templates are another part of the attraction of CaaS technology. Example scripts are 

offered for numerous use scenarios, including:

§ Information retrieval
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§ Telephone surveys

§ Call-center automation

§ Order status

§ Package tracking

§ Conferencing solutions

§ Virtual call centers

§ Virtual PBXs

§ Predictive dialers

§ Voicemail services

§ Dating chat services

§ Unified messaging

§ Bill reminder

§ Bill collection

§ Virtual agents

§ Auto attendants

§ Call routing

§ Call-recording solutions

§ Audio-broadcast services

§ Real estate information lines

§ Political polls

CaaS benefits
Based on the reported growth rates of both Twilio and Voxeo and the rate at which 

carriers are jumping into the space, it appears communications-enabling applications 

is catching on. Not all enterprises have an extensible premises-based solution or even 

care to leverage it if they do. A line-of-business unit can develop a CaaS-based 
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solution, potentially without the knowledge or consent of IT, with little cost or long-

term commitment for either development or production. Organizations may be drawn 

to CaaS solutions over premises-based alternatives for any of the following reasons: 

§ Scalability. CaaS technology shines in terms of scalability. It’s one thing to 

leverage existing infrastructure, but it’s quite another to create or expand 

infrastructure. Enterprise telecommunications infrastructure is usually not 

suitable for big spikes in usage, such as potential demand associated with a 

contest, promotion, seasonal or other short-term increase in utilization. 

§ Simplicity. Telephony traditionally requires a very specialized set of skills that 

can be hard to find, and the subsequent code can be costly to maintain. CaaS 

providers offer familiar web, REST and XML interfaces that both hide the 

complexity of telephony and open it to a larger pool of programming resources. 

§ Immediate infrastructure. CaaS providers offer instant infrastructure. Enter 

credit card details and go. There is no need to order servers and trunks for a test 

environment just to upgrade everything for the subsequent production 

environment. CaaS technology offers immediate, scalable infrastructure, 

including numbers, APIs, sample scripts, voice response, text messaging, speech 

recognition and more. 

§ Security. There are several initial and ongoing risks with maintaining a calling 

platform, particularly one that is connected to the public Internet. CaaS 

providers have extensive experience with security and generally carry the liability  

associated with connecting their platforms to the Internet. APIs and webcalls 

still need to be authenticated, but there is no need to open up local calling 

platforms to the Internet with CaaS technology. 

§ Flexibility. The service can be turned on and off or simply invoiced by usage, 

thus available as needed. There are minor costs to maintaining telephone 

numbers but no maintenance or minimums associated with usage. 

§ Support. CaaS providers offer direct support as well as offer direct and 
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independent support forums. The resources for assistance with developing CaaS 

functionality is likely greater than for alternative environments. 

CaaS concerns
There are a few concerns associated with CaaS technology that require investigation 

and evaluation. 

§ Reliability. As with many cloud services, CaaS providers may actually provide a  

higher degree of reliability and availability than premises-based alternatives. The 

issue is how to confirm and evaluate reliability. Prospects should ask their 

providers lots of questions about reliability, assurances, service-level agreements 

and past performance. Because these services are typically usage-based, the 

providers do have an incentive to ensure availability. 

§ Cost. A key benefit of CaaS offerings is usage-based invoicing without up-front 

capital investments. The downside of this approach is that usage does equate to 

cost. In some situations, premises-based solutions may not have cost and usage 

so tightly correlated. 

§ Lock-in. In most situations, custom code is required to work with a CaaS 

provider, and that code is unlikely to be usable with alternative providers. There 

is no simple migration path among major CaaS providers. The good news is the 

code is fairly simple, and rewriting it may not be cost prohibitive. Although the 

same is true of premises-based solutions, owned equipment doesn’t run the risk 

of disappearing like a service provider should the manufacturer or provider fail.

§ Business model. CaaS technology is in its infancy. The major players are 

private firms, and some are presumably operating at a loss while they build their 

infrastructure and prove the model. The CaaS model is not proved long term, 

and providers may change or even disappear. However, the industry is gaining 

traction and attracting investment from major venture capitalists, including 

Bessemer Venture Partners, Union Square Ventures, Crosspoint Venture 
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Partners and Mayfield Fund. 

CaaS providers
There are two major CaaS providers operating in the United States: Twilio and Voxeo. 

Both companies are privately owned. The basic proposition is that these firms offer a 

development-friendly infrastructure to a powerful, yet hidden, call-processing engine. 

The services come bundled with carrier services; thus they can provide and assign 

numbers, send and receive text messages, and initiate and receive calls. Both 

companies are reporting significant growth. 

Twilio
Twilio, which calls itself a “cloud communications company,” offers RESTful 

programming interfaces for telephony and text messaging to developers that want to 

build them into business applications. The company was formed in 2008 by several 

entrepreneurs that were frustrated with prior efforts to integrate telephony into their 

Internet services. Headed by Jeff Lawson in San Francisco, Twilio is a pure CaaS play 

and offers the Twilio API to its developers. The facts that Twilio was initially built atop 

Asterisk and utilizes Amazon Web Services are strictly points of curiosity, as no aspects 

of these underlying platforms are externally visible. 

Telephony APIs are inherently similar across providers, but Twilio has earned a strong  

reputation with software developers. Twilio positions itself as the anti-telecom (think 

Bell System) by being quick, easy, fast and fun. The company is highly effective with its 

messaging and receives an impressive amount of coverage from the web media. Twilio 

claims to support over 90,000 developers, and it has been around for just over three 

years. It also cites some well-known brands as customers, including eBay, 

Salesforce.com and Hulu. 

http://techcrunch.com/2012/05/15/twilio-calling-cloud-telephony-startup-adds-an-android-sdk-now-works-on-75-of-all-smartphones/
http://techcrunch.com/2012/05/15/twilio-calling-cloud-telephony-startup-adds-an-android-sdk-now-works-on-75-of-all-smartphones/
http://techcrunch.com/2012/05/15/twilio-calling-cloud-telephony-startup-adds-an-android-sdk-now-works-on-75-of-all-smartphones/
http://techcrunch.com/2012/05/15/twilio-calling-cloud-telephony-startup-adds-an-android-sdk-now-works-on-75-of-all-smartphones/
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Recently Twilio has focused on international expansion. It expanded initially to the 

U.K. in 2010, and in the past few months it has added 12 additional European 

countries, with the stated intent to add support for multiple continents in 2012. Also, 

Twilio struck an alliance with Microsoft regarding its Azure cloud offering, making its 

APIs available to Windows Azure developers, including 1,000 texts or voice minutes. 

Web-savvy organizations of all sizes will find that Twilio’s tools make the complexity of 

telecommunications both simple and intuitive. 

Considerations for using Twilio

§ Twilio has a very simple API and is highly focused on this value proposition.

§ Twilio contributes many of its programs to the open-source community (the 

underlying platform is proprietary). 

§ The company recently announced an Android SDK and hinted at a Windows 

Phone SDK. The company already supports iOS applications and thus is well-

positioned for cross-platform communications applications. 

§ As an example Twilio offers projects solutions similar to Google Voice and an 

entire PBX variant called OpenVBX. 

§ It is highly focused on developers (rather than service providers).

§ Twilio has a strong scalability without requiring any change to the applications. 

Case studies show thousands of concurrent calls.

§ There are no up-front costs, only usage-based invoicing.  

§ Twilio has an alliance with Microsoft Azure and is co-located in the Amazon Web 

Services data centers.

§ In addition to the Twilio API, Twilio offers language-specific libraries for Ruby, 

Python, PHP, Java, .NET, Azure, iOS, Android and JavaScript.

§ The company is rapidly expanding internationally, with a strong initial emphasis 

on Europe. 

http://techcrunch.com/2012/05/15/twilio-calling-cloud-telephony-startup-adds-an-android-sdk-now-works-on-75-of-all-smartphones/
http://techcrunch.com/2012/05/15/twilio-calling-cloud-telephony-startup-adds-an-android-sdk-now-works-on-75-of-all-smartphones/
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§ The Twilio client extends functionality into iOS and Android devices, including 

support for Twilio presence.

§ Twilio offers 24-7 support for enterprise customers and offers SLAs and up to 

four nines reliability. 

Voxeo
Voxeo was established in 1999. Its founder and current CEO is Jonathan Taylor. Voxeo 

claims to support more than 250,000 developers, 45,000 companies and half the 

Fortune 100. It is headquartered in Orlando, Fla., with offices in Beijing, Cologne and 

London. The company offers a robust set of standards-based solutions to address 

telephony, speech recognition and multiple advanced applications. Voxeo’s flagship 

product is Prophecy IVR, which is targeted at enterprise customers as both a product 

(appliance or software download) and service (CaaS). In 2008 Voxeo acquired 

Micromethod and its SIPMethod Application Server, which, combined with Voxeo’s 

IVR Media Server, is known as Voxeo PRISM. Prophecy, like all Voxeo products, is 

built atop PRISM, which provides the underlying foundation for building and 

delivering telecom applications.

Prophecy is suitable for HIPPA- and PCI-compliant applications such as a credit card 

IVR that provides account balances and transaction history. Voxeo claims to have 

invested over $50 million into its infrastructure, technology and programs. 1 Its hosting 

and premises-based platforms are powered by VoiceXML and CCXML. The company 

claims to be profitable and states its year-over-year growth has more than doubled 

since 1999. 

To stimulate innovation, Voxeo followed the model of AT&T and Bell Labs and created 

a subsidiary called Voxeo Labs in 2009 as its incubator for ideas and technologies. 

1 This $50 million claim comes from the Voxeo website. However, the company did raise “additional” funding of $20 million in 2001. It later 
raised an additional $9 million in 2009 from North Atlantic Capital and the Florida Growth Fund. Its CEO mentions a $30 million venture 
investment in a 2009 interview. 

http://ca.finance.yahoo.com/news/Voxeo-Corporation-Anne-Bowman-iw-2242360930.html?x=0
http://ca.finance.yahoo.com/news/Voxeo-Corporation-Anne-Bowman-iw-2242360930.html?x=0
http://www.voxeo.com/compliance/
http://www.voxeo.com/compliance/
http://blog.ecomm.ec/2009/02/origins-of-voxeo.html
http://blog.ecomm.ec/2009/02/origins-of-voxeo.html
http://blog.ecomm.ec/2009/02/origins-of-voxeo.html
http://blog.ecomm.ec/2009/02/origins-of-voxeo.html
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Voxeo Labs is headed by Jason Goecke in San Francisco. Voxeo Labs created Tropo, a 

lighter version of Prophecy. Tropo is an open-source Java application built atop 

PRISM. Tropo is available as both a service (CaaS) and a freely downloadable 

application (but PRISM must be licensed for production usage). Voxeo positions its 

Prophecy products for enterprise customers with a particularly strong emphasis on 

large complex call centers, and it cites Comcast, Microsoft, Tata Teleglobe and 

Telefonica as customers. Along with other CaaS solutions, Tropo targets developers, 

but it is better positioned for SMB and service-provider customers. Tropo claims to 

have signed up over 80,000 developers.

Two other Tropo projects of note are Phono and Rayo. Phono is an open-source 

Javascript Phone API project. It provides an HTML5 jQuery-based web phone that can 

be added to web pages (or iOS and Android mobile devices using Phono Mobile) to 

place or receive SIP-based VoIP calls. Phono can be connected to Tropo to place or 

receive phone calls to or from the PSTN or to interact with voice applications such as 

speech recognition and text-to-speech (in 24 languages), as well as record and play 

WAV or MP3. Last year Voxeo Labs announced Rayo, a new solution for carriers to 

safely expose granular details and control into their networks. Rayo was announced in 

conjunction with its initial rollout with Telefonica.

Considerations for using Voxeo
§ There are two services: Prophecy for enterprise (especially call centers) and 

Tropo for less-complex applications and service providers. 

§ Voxeo is available as a service or a premises-based solution.

§ Voxeo is highly suitable for IVR and SMS applications.

§ It has a strong international capability, including support for 24 languages. Plus 

the company offers phone numbers in 42 countries and operates multiple data 

centers around the world. 

http://voxeolabs.com/prism/
http://voxeolabs.com/prism/
http://voxeolabs.com/prism/
http://voxeolabs.com/prism/
http://phono.com/mobile
http://phono.com/mobile
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Session_Initiation_Protocol
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Session_Initiation_Protocol
http://tropo.com/
http://tropo.com/
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§ Tropo offers speech synthesis in 24 languages and dialects. 

§ Voxeo Labs is committed to standards, which is a phrase commonly abused, but 

it demonstrates it with active participation in the W3C standards group. Voxeo 

applications are typically written in VoiceXML and CCXML, which offer a higher 

degree of portability. Tropo is compatible with multiple IM XMPP networks 

including GTalk and Jabber. 

§ In addition to the Tropo WebAPI, Tropo offers direct scripting support for Ruby, 

Python, PHP, Groovy and JavaScript. 

§ Voxeo offers 24-7 support.

§ Voxeo offers a developer’s toolkit with no usage charges. 

Additional alternatives to CaaS technology
Asterisk
Asterisk is the most popular of the open-source telephony platforms. The project is 

managed by Digium, a private company in Huntsville, Ala. The Asterisk call control 

engine is used in numerous commercial and open-source projects. Developers willing 

to learn Asterisk and the finer details of telecom will find it a powerful platform for 

integrating with other applications. Additionally, it is not difficult to find Asterisk 

available as a service from service providers, with various levels of internal exposure 

and access. Asterisk is itself software only, and it will require both hardware and 

carrier services to complete the telephony portion of the solution.

Plivo Framework
The Plivo Framework is an open-source, 100 percent FOSS framework built on 

FreeSWITCH, an open-source telephony engine. Users of Plivo can develop 

applications using XML and REST APIs. There is no cost to use the Plivo Framework, 

except of course a Linux (CentOS or Debian) system and some patience. Plivo is 
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currently only a software download, but the organization is considering the 

development of a Plivo appliance. Plivo is licensed under the Mozilla Public License 

1.1. It is carrier-independent, and it offers the enterprise a stand-alone royalty-free 

solution that it can control and customize.  

Adhearsion framework
Adhearsion is an open-source framework to develop voice applications. As with Plivo, 

it is not just an API or library but a full framework designed for intuitive code reuse. 

Adhearsion masks the complexity of telephony, and it utilizes the Ruby programming 

language. For call control, it relies on either an Asterisk or PRISM engine. Thus an 

investment in Adhearsion development can actually be applied to a premises model 

with Asterisk or PRISM or a cloud or premises hybrid model with Tropo (Adhearsion 

can remotely control Tropo). Adhearsion developers have plans to expand their 

support to more calling platforms to expand its portability benefit. 

Point Solutions
End users are increasingly looking to the cloud to solve specific problems instead of 

turning to their existing on-premises vendors (or in some cases instead of turning to 

IT). CaaS providers offer a variety of tools, but they also require technical skills to 

utilize them. Another alternative to CaaS technology may come from Software-as-a-

Service (SaaS) providers for specific point solutions. There are hundreds of VoIP 

service providers that offer inexpensive solutions for features such as regional phone 

numbers, voicemail messaging, simple contact-center services, texting services and 

more, also without a long-term commitment. As a result, CaaS providers are working 

to make their services more accessible by making the source code available for popular  

activities. Popular SaaS telephony vendors for point solutions include: 
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8x8. Known primarily for small business-hosted VoIP services, 8x8 offers numerous 

capabilities including local and toll-free telephone numbers, virtual PBX features, 

voicemail, trunks, IVR, conferencing and contact-center services. 

Marchex. Marchex is a marketing firm that ties advertising campaigns to phone 

activities. The Marchex Digital Call Marketplace combined with its call-analytics tools 

provide advertisers the ability to run advertising campaigns that literally result in 

ringing phones.  

Clickatell. SMS traffic continues to grow, and if the goal is to simply tie some basic 

SMS features into, say, a corporate website or specific application, then Clickatell may 

be suitable. The solution set is nowhere as rich as a full CaaS platform, but it may be 

sufficient if SMS is all that’s needed. 

Carrier-based CaaS technology
Communications-as-a-Service products bundle APIs and development tools with 

carrier services. Thus, they are a form of carrier competition. Several carriers are now 

also expanding their services by offering development hooks directly into their clouds. 

What follows are some examples, but based on the visible carrier investments, this 

area is expected to grow. 

The carriers want apps to build and maintain traffic on their networks. As a result they 

are willing to provide tools and assistance to create, market and sell applications.  The 

benefits are attractive, but the integration hooks and tools are so associated with the 

provider that they typically tie applications to a specific carrier. 

Alcatel-Lucent (ALU) provides equipment to carriers and recognizes CaaS 

capabilities as a way to provide its customers differentiation. ALU has been recruiting 
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developers to help carriers build carrier APIs. This was part of its motivation for 

acquiring ProgrammableWeb in 2010. Alcatel invites carriers to open their network.

AT&T created the AT&T API Platform, which offers an API catalog for MMS, 

payment, location services and more, as well as an SDK for HTML5. AT&T partnered 

with Apigee to create APIs in its network. The carrier believes it will carry 10 billion 

minutes by the end of 2012. The AT&T Foundry facilitates development and 

innovation in applications, devices, cloud services and other operational areas through  

a collaborative international community. 

Deutsche Telekom created the Developer Garden platform. It provides APIs that 

allow developers to access core Telekom services such as telephony or messaging, and 

it allows applications to use web-service calls to initiate conference calls and send text 

messages (SMS and MMS). The Developer Garden provides detailed documentation, a  

forum for knowledge sharing and support. 

Telefonica in the U.K. created BlueVia as a means to reach out to developers. The 

carrier’s website states an offered revenue split of up to 83 percent to the developers. 

BlueVia announced Twitter as a customer of its MMS services. 

Looking ahead
The future of communications-enabled applications is very bright. The API approach 

to programming and web services continues to gain momentum. The surge in mobility 

is creating an even more connected population. The Internet continues to enable new 

kinds of services and capabilities, creating the opportunity for new kinds of mashed-up 

services to address specific consumer and organizational needs. 

Concurrently there is an effort under way known as WebRTC, initiated by Google, to 

create a standards-based media communications engine directly in the web browser. 

http://www.readwriteweb.com/cloud/2010/06/alcatel-lucent-acquires-progra.php
http://www.readwriteweb.com/cloud/2010/06/alcatel-lucent-acquires-progra.php
http://www2.alcatel-lucent.com/application_enablement/
http://www2.alcatel-lucent.com/application_enablement/
http://www.wired.com/wiredenterprise/tag/apigee/
http://www.wired.com/wiredenterprise/tag/apigee/
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With a WebRTC-enabled browser, an application could instruct the browser to initiate 

a voice or video connection with another WebRTC device or server. This is possible 

today only with the use of a browser plug-in or helper application. Chrome and Mozilla  

are expected to release WebRTC-enabled browsers in late 2012. However, the current 

draft specification does not provision circuits that can connect to the PSTN. CaaS 

providers could provide that link between the WebRTC browser and the PSTN, one 

that does not require any additional client software. 

WebRTC could have a significant impact in a variety of ways. For example, a website 

could have a “call” button that establishes a direct voice or video connection between 

the remote user and a contact-center agent. Many predict WebRTC will be a game 

changer, with the ability to make real-time communications as simple as a mouse 

click. There are, however, social and technical barriers in the way — namely the need 

for headsets or voice-ready remote stations. Internet surfing often takes place in 

locations ill-equipped or inappropriate for voice or video communications. With staff 

directly involved with the WebRTC effort, Tropo has already begun experimenting 

with browser-enabled communications via its Phono framework. 

It is too early to tell if WebRTC will come to fruition or its potential impact, though it 

will likely stimulate more demand for communications-enabled applications. If future 

developers can assume that web clients are capable of real-time communications, a 

whole new level of communications applications will emerge. 

Conclusion
Not long ago APIs were just used on applications within a desktop. But add them to 

the list of things that the Internet changed, as they are rapidly becoming the chief 

means of cross-platform integration. CaaS products quite literally allow applications to 

talk to the world; it’s a journey that is just beginning. During the ’90s we saw voice 

communications decline with the rise of email, but real-time communications are 
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back. As mobile-phone ownership continues to explode and as the Internet becomes 

even more pervasive, there is a tremendous value in enabling applications to leverage 

multiple forms of communications. 

Availability, simplicity and cost, the prior barriers to communications-enabled 

business processes (CEBP), are rapidly dropping, while the need and expectations for 

communications are increasing. Leveraging communications to enhance a business 

application’s utility and experience are a given: The only questions are when and what 

type of tools to use. CaaS providers find themselves strategically located in an 

emerging sector. Innate demand is growing, the approach of APIs are mainstream, the 

skills are mainstream, and interest in cloud approaches are spiking.

CaaS technology offers leverage. Rather than attempt to code to specific devices and 

interfaces, it offers a more practical, immediate and scalable cloud-based approach. 

CaaS technology leverages other resources, making competitiveness a team sport. 
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Further reading
Why service providers matter for the future of big data

One major solution to the big data skills shortage has been the emergence of 

consulting and outsourcing firms specializing in deploying big data systems that 

companies need in order to actually derive value from their information. These 

companies will continue to play a vital role in helping the greater corporate world 

make sense of the mountains of data they are collecting. However, if the current wave 

of democratizing big data lives up to its ultimate potential, today’s consultants and 

outsourcers will have to find a way to keep a few steps ahead of the game in order to 

remain relevant.

7 things you should know about devops

The move to devops is on. The philosophy holds that software developers and IT 

operations people at a company work better in concert rather than separately, and 

devops devotees say the process cuts deployment time from months to hours. And 

with such a high demand for speedy updates and fixes, even more traditional 

companies that might have endured long release cycles in the past are making the 

devops leap now. So whether you’re a smaller Web 2.0 company or an existing big 

business, here are some things you should know.

Infrastructure Q1: Cloud and big data woo the enterprise

With enterprises now open to hybrid clouds, Amazon Web Services finally relaxed its 

rigid public-cloud-only stance and launched services to support hybrid-cloud 

deployments in the first quarter of 2012. On the big data front, the Hadoop players 

realized very few companies have teams of systems engineers to learn MapReduce. 

This has meant adding support for SQL and integrating Hadoop with existing data-

management tools and systems. In other words, Hadoop has grown up and is now 

being taken seriously by companies like Oracle and Microsoft. This quarterly report 

http://pro.gigaom.com/2012/03/why-service-providers-matter-for-the-future-of-big-data/
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examines these trends as well the exciting M&A and IPO news in this arena. It also 

includes a near-term outlook for the next 12–18 months.


